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Great Lakes, Great Books
by Lynette Marten Suckow

Nowadays when we think of technology, we think of
computers, cellphones, fitness devices and all things electronic. That translates into digital information and how
we use it to make our lives better. On the other hand,
technology can also be defined as "a manner of accomplishing a task using technical methods or knowledge"
(Merriam-Webster's Dictionary and Thesaurus, 2014).
Technology has been employed for hundreds of years to
solve problems in industry, on farms, and in the home.
Essentially, technology, in basic or complex forms, is used
to solve problems, as it is in the following stories. Take
note of the old and new technologies that shape the plots
in these books from the Great Lakes Great Books Award
list for 2018.
Each year, the GLGB committee selects 40 books, published within the previous two years, to encourage K-12
classrooms to sample interesting new literature. Teachers
and librarians provide students with books from their
grade level lists and allow them to vote on their favorites.
Great Lakes Great Books is one of Michigan Reading
Association's Student Involvement Projects, promoting
active participation in the reading process by students.
Look for a classroom ballot, promotional bookmarks,
and the opportunity to nominate your favorite new
book at www.michiganreading.org under the Student
Involvement tab.

AFTER THE FALL: How Humpty Dumpty Got Back

Up Again by Dan Santat (Grades K-1) starts out with
Humpty Dumpty's great fall, just like the nursery rhyme.
This time, however, the king's men at the hospital were
able to put him together again. His shell soon healed,
but emotional scars set in. The fear of falling-from any
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elevation-soon changed Humpty's daily routines, causing him to miss out on his favorite activities, especially
bird watching. With some paper, tape, and glue, Humpty
built paper models of birds, modified and adjusted them,
and tried to make chem fly until he "got it just right."
His determination and success with simple technology
prompted Humpty to conquer his fear of falling, and he
soon climbed back up chat very same wall. Enjoy Santat's
fabulous art, which is half of the storytelling experience.
Readers will "crack up" at the surprise ending!

NERDY BIRD Y TWEETS by Aaron Reynolds (Grades
2-3) is a cautionary tale for young children who have
access to sophisticated electronic devices, but don't know
the social etiquette for using them. Nerdy Birdy (illustrated by Matt Davies), as a stereotypical nerd (who is
also a bird) with large glasses, spends much of his time
playing video games on his cellphone. When he begins
to tweet and become engrossed with the "likes" of his
online friends, he texts something unkind about his best
friend, Vulture, resulting in hurt feelings. Nerdy Birdy
soon learns that being friends with Vulture, as un-technological as he is, is more important to him than having a
thousand virtual friends. He also learns to be kind online.
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SILENT DAYS, SILENT DREAMS by Allen Say
(Grades 4-5) is a textual and artistic tribute to American
artist, James Castle. The author unfolds the story of a
deaf child who could only communicate by screaming in displeasure or by diligently drawing pictures of
his surroundings. Unable to communicate with words
or sign language, Jimmy was isolated from his family.
When his sister, Nellie, lost her hearing after a bout with
measles, both children were sent to the Idaho School
for the Deaf and Blind to receive a proper education.
Nellie did well, but Jimmy failed to learn the alphabet,
prompting the headmaster to remove all his art supplies
as punishment. He was declared uneducable at 15
and sent home to his quiet attic space where he found
a way to draw without his art pencils by dipping a stick
into a self-invented, low-technology ink mixture of soot
and spit. Thanks to a nephew who studied art in college,
James Castle's drawings were finally discovered by an art
professor in Portland, Oregon and then by the director
of the Boise Gallery of Art in Idaho. He continued to
make distinctive art until his death in 1977. An amazing
amount of research went into the writing and drawing of
this biography. Don't miss the Author's Note at the back
of the book.
II

II

POSTED by John David Anderson (Grades 6-8) drops
readers into the classroom where unpleasant remarks
on a student's social media account cause cell phones at
Branton Middle School to be banned. The need to communicate is strong in this population, so they begin using
the Post-It notes they were required to buy at the beginning of each school year. Frost, nicknamed after the poet
Robert Frost because of a fifth-grade writing contest, and
his three middle school buddies make the perfect group.
Bench, an athlete who is on the bench more than in play,
DeeDee, a devotee of Dungeons and Dragons, and Wolf,
a pianist of Mozart caliber, also have nicknames derived
from their talents, and they depend on their friendships
to keep their routines solid and get through school each
day. Most importantly, they eat lunch together at their
own table-made for four people. Life is good, until a
brash new student, Rose, shows up at their lunch table.
As Rose quickly inserts herself into the group's lunch and
after-school activities, peer dynamics of the previously
perfect, four-way friendship begin to shift. At the same
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time, the Post-It notes are beginning to voice bullying
messages toward one of their own. Will this group of
friends survive the negative peer pressure? Readers will
root for these approachable characters and their stories.

LONG \VAY DOU7Nby Jason Reynolds (Grades 9-12)
is written in verse to make it truly accessible to avid
readers and occasional readers, alike. The message is that
important. Readers are introduced to 15-year-old Will
whose older brother has just been shot in the street. Will
doesn't run with a gang, has never held a gun, but knows
the rules: "No crying. No snitching. Revenge." Almost
instinctively, he searches his dead brother's room for the
gun he knows is there and heads for the elevator to do
what he feels he must do next. In his haste to descend
from his seventh floor apartment, Will's elevator slowly
stops at each floor to let on a new passenger. Each new
passenger is a person from Will's past. Each one is a
victim <?f gun violence. They all have stories that clarify
and tie into Will's life story, letting him see the larger
picture of choices, actions, and consequences. The simple
technology of the elevator provides the perfect vehicle
for this open-ended story of redemption or revenge. Will
must make that choice.
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